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Standard Specifications subject to change without notice.Q: How to detect null or blank in a Java 8 stream How to

detect if stream is not null and empty? I would expect something like boolean nullOrEmpty = myList.stream()
.anyMatch(l ->!l.equals(null) &&!l.isEmpty()); My Java version is 8u111, but my IDE is IntelliJ IDEA, but the
code is being generated by NetBeans. A: You cannot do that, as is in Java 8. AnyMatch(Predicate) method, that
returns a boolean value, wraps the predicate into a Predicate instance (to be able to detect a "false-y" value) and
then applies it to the list. If null is used, it returns false, as Predicate#test method expects that the List should not
be empty. The Predicate#orElse method is not called at this case, so no exception is thrown. To detect empty list,
it would have been possible to wrap it into Predicate as well, but it was not implemented at all as it would make

the Predicate class to return a boolean result, false by default. If you need to detect empty list, I would suggest you
to use a List#stream() instead of a List.stream() and then use flatMap() to filter out null elements. Q: Displaying

default values in a drop-down menu when the page is rendered on the server I have the following simple form on a
view: {{ Form::select('level', array('1' => 'Social', '2' => 'Security', '3' => 'Applications'), null, array('class'

=>'selectpicker') )}} {{ Form::label('level', 'Level') }} The problem is that when the page is rendered, none of the
default values are displayed in the drop-down menu. The values do appear in the HTML code, but when the page

is sent to the browser and rendered, the defaults are not there. What's going
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it still work with windows 7's 64 bit OS? . Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022]. Download Program M1076
Control. Mozilla Firefox 3.0 (or higher). 2M 1076. Is it illegal to talk on a Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022].
now Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022]. without leaving your browser. the update won't actually download until
your. Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022]. 8.1, MIUI 6 for GSM,. Click this link to update to MIUI 8.1,. MIUI
8.1 "IMI UI 8.1" what is IMI UI 8.1? I need a more current version for my Moto G. com, you need to restart the device
first.. Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022]. Motorola Cp1660 Install Iso [Latest-2022]. Motorola CP1660 Install
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